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ABSTRACT 

Customer churn is one of the key metrics defining company’s growth. While 

companies are increasing their investments into customer retention, churn remains 

remarkably high in most industries in B2B sector. This raises a question if service 

providers have thorough enough understanding of what causes their customers to 

churn, and how to effectively manage customer churn. This thesis explored executives 

assumptions on their customer churn, and we were able to provide suggestions on how 

to improve company’s resource allocation to increase customer retention. Quantitative 

analysis based on customer data, and qualitative analysis based on executive 

interviews were conducted to evaluate the executive’s understanding of their customer 

churn and their ability to improve customer retention. Those two analyses were then 

compared to each other to make conclusions on the matter. Research was conducted 

as a case study involving one service provider, with more than 4000 of their customer 

companies being included in the analysis. Customer churn has been studied widely, 

and predictive analytics has been found to be effective in detecting future churners. In 

addition, other studies are suggesting that executive’s might have wrong assumptions 

of what causes their customers to churn, and their capability of assessing the issue has 

been questioned. It is crucial for service providers to retain their customers, and even 

a 10% increase in customer retention can cause 30% increase in company valuation. 

Hence, misconceptions of what causes customer churn should not be tolerated, and 

companies should understand their customer churn thoroughly.  

By possessing the results from executive interviews and from customer data analysis, 

we were able to draw a conclusion whether the assumptions possessed by the 

executives were aligned with what the data was telling. While the executive’s 

assumptions were somewhat accurate and aligned with the data analysis results, there 

was still room for improvement in understanding what causes customers to churn and 

how to detect the future churners. Based on the results, it is reasonable to expect that 

service providers could improve their customer retention by deepening their 

understanding of their customer churn. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Customer churn is a term used when a customer takes their business elsewhere or stops 

purchasing the given product or service totally or partially. Hence, customer churn 

means that the supplier loses the revenue it has been generating from a given customer 

at least partially. Customer churn has received an increasing amount of research in the 

past decades (Hollmann, Jarvis, & Bitner, 2015). Companies have become more 

customer centric and customer relationship management has become a major part of 

competitive business (Keramati & Shapouri, 2016). While customer relationship 

management and customer retention management has gained more popularity in 

research and in business management, it is still unclear how well top managements of 

firms are understanding and assessing these issues. Previous studies have raised 

concerns whether enough top managements assess customer retention, and if the ones 

that assess it have enough understanding and knowledge about the customer retention. 

(Payne & Frow, 2005.) Since customer retention has been proved to be of high 

importance in terms of company’s growth and general health (Springer et al. 2007), 

we can argue that top executives should understand what causes their customers to 

churn, and how to manage their customer retention effectively. 

Companies often apply customer retention management strategies to retain as many of 

their profitable customers as possible. While service providers in numerous industries 

have applied loyalty programs and retention campaigns, defection risks remain high. 

(Chang, Wang, & Yang, 2009; Hoffman & Lowitt, 2008). This raises a concern 

whether the companies making the investments understand their customer churn 

thoroughly enough. Retention campaigns and other investments into preventing 

customer churn and improving customer retention could be inherently improved by 

understanding the real components of company’s own customer churn and indicators 

of future customer churn. Retention campaigns are ineffective and expensive when not 

targeted efficiently, as are the retention actions taken after customer has implied their 

will to take their business elsewhere. (Hollman et al., 2015; Jahromi et al., 2014.)  
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Previous studies show that defection decision happens during a long period of time, 

but the acknowledgment of the provider usually happens after the defection decision 

has been made internally (Hollmann et al., 2015). Hence, providers have a long time-

period to affect that upcoming defection decision. Correspondingly, this requires that 

the service provider understands the components and indicators of their customer 

churn. In addition, there exists reports proposing that executives of service providers 

are still not assessing customer churn and customer retention with enough focus but 

are overemphasizing the customer acquisition instead of keeping the existing 

customers (Springer et al., 2007). Springer et al. argued that the executives often do 

not possess thorough understanding of their customer churn but instead tend to focus 

too much on the latest events just before the customer has defected. However, 

allocation of resources between customer retention and customer acquisition is not a 

simple question. Market-share and state of the market affects both of those costs, and, 

in service business, as market matures and competitions increases, customer 

acquisition cost increases more rapidly and more strongly than customer retention cost. 

(Min, Zhang, Kim, & Srivastava, 2016). Hence, while often in new markets and with 

new service offerings investments into customer acquisition should surpass 

investments in customer retention, the optimal situation can change as market evolves.  

This paper will examine service provider’s understanding of their customer churn 

components and their ability to allocate retention resources based on that 

understanding. Their assumptions of the customer churn components and customer 

churn indicators will be compared to ones that will be found from their actual customer 

data using data mining technique. Technique used in this research is classification tree 

model, which has been widely studied as a method for churn detection. In general, the 

method has performed well in studying churn, and it has outperformed plenty of other 

methods such as logistic regression model. (Hassouna et al., 2015; Jahromi et al., 

2014., Lemmens & Croux, 2006.) 

This research is conducted using customer data of a service provider, whose revenue 

model is based on recurring revenue. While customer churn is important for majority 

of service providers, the importance can even increase when considering companies 
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using recurring revenue model. With recurring revenue model, the profit from one 

customer is often generated within a long period of time, while most of the customer-

associated costs are generated in the acquisition process. It can take even up to years 

before the customer acquisition cost is covered and the customer will start generating 

profits for the provider. Hence, it is crucial that the service provider can retain its’ 

customers for as long as possible. 

1.1 Importance of customer churn 

Retaining existing customers has been widely believed to be less expensive than 

acquiring new customers with corresponding revenue (Ambler, 2000, s287). It has 

been proposed that a 10% increase in customer churn can cause 30% increase in 

company valuation (Springer, Charles, Debruyne, Azzarello, & Melton, 2007). 

Lemmens, Aurélie and Gupta (2017) argued that optimal customer retention 

management can increase profits even by 62%. While different studies propose 

different results, it is obvious that by managing customer churn effectively can have a 

strong positive effect on company’s growth and profitability. To demonstrate the effect 

of decreased customer churn, figure 1 presents number of customers of two companies 

with similar customer acquisition rate but with different customer churn rates. Figure 
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has been calculated with fictional, but common figures from multiple B2B industries. 

Customer churn rate of 1% and customer churn rate of 0,6% are both monthly rates.  

 

Figure 1 Growth of customer base with two different churn rates 

Both companies have 5000 customers to begin with, and their monthly customer 

acquisition rate is 2%. Company 2 has a monthly customer churn rate of 1% and 

Company 1 has a monthly customer churn rate of 0,6%. By remaining these acquisition 

rates and churn rates for five years, Company 1 would have 11433 customers and 

Company 2 would have 8976 customers. The figure has been calculated with the 

following churn calculations: 

Number of customers = B*((1-C)*(1+A)^T, 

where B=number of customers in the beginning, 

C=customer churn rate as a decimal, 
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A=customer acquisition rate as a decimal and 

T=number of time intervals (same intervals as in churn rate and acquisition rate). 

As we can see from the figure 1, customer churn rate has a strong effect on the total 

number of customers in the long run. 

1.2 Research gap, purpose and objectives 

Based on previous studies we know that customer churn has an important role in 

company’s growth and health, and company managements has increased investments 

in to retaining their existing customers (Chang et al., 2009; Hoffman & Lowitt, 2008). 

Furthermore, we also know that executive’s understanding of their customer churn has 

been questioned (Springer et al., 2007). Studies regarding this issue has compared 

executive’s opinions to the opinions of their defected customers. However, since data 

analytics and machine learning has been noticed to be effective way of understanding 

and exploring reasons and indicators of customer churn, it provides a possibility to 

compare the executive’s assumptions to results of data analysis. Data analysis can be 

considered as somewhat unbiased resource of information. To the best of my 

knowledge, this type of research exploring the similarities and differences among 

executive’s customer churn assumptions and results of customer churn data analysis 

has not yet been conducted.  

The purpose of this study is to highlight possible misconceptions of the executive’s, 

and to help companies to take more educated actions based on this information in 

increasing their customer retention and decreasing their customer churn. 

Motivation for this research is two-folded:  

1. For optimal decision-making when investing into customer retention, company 

executives should possess thorough understanding of their customer churn. If there 

exists knowledge-gaps and misconceptions, companies should be aware of those. 
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2. Retention strategies are expensive and targeting them incorrectly can both cost 

money and decrease revenue. To be able to target those campaigns efficiently, 

companies need to be able to detect the possible future churners as early as possible. 

For this, thorough understanding of customer churn indicators is required. 

Studying company’s actual churn components with data mining and comparing the 

results for the provider’s assumptions can reveal possible inefficiencies in their 

approach to such a crucial component of their business. From company perspective, it 

is important and interesting to learn if improvements can be made to their customer 

retention management.  

From the research point of view, it is interesting to see how well customer churn -

related findings and detection methods have been applied to actual business. Although 

this research only gives a narrow view for the latter point by examining the issue within 

one service provider, this research should create some ground to build future research 

on. Furthermore, the service provider in question has already made investments into 

their customer retention management. Hence, if there exists lack of thorough 

understanding of their customer churn components, one might argue that the 

investments into the customer churn reduction might not have been planned as 

efficiently as possible. Also, if a company that has already invested in their customer 

retention has inefficiencies and misconceptions in the executive level, it is not 

unreasonable to expect inefficiencies to occur within other firms as well. 

Task of this research is to find out whether Company SP’s (case company of this thesis) 

executives have an accurate understanding of their customer churn components and of 

their impact to customer churn. For a company that targets to improve their customer 

retention, it is crucial to understand their customer churn thoroughly. Understanding 

of the customer churn is important for making accurate improvements to operations 

and services, and to detect the customers that are in risk of defecting. If a provider can 

detect the possible future churners, they can then allocate adequate resources into 

retaining them as customers. By combining results from existing literature, methods 

for the analysis (both qualitative and quantitative) has been selected. This thesis is not 
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aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of the selected quantitative method (C5.0 

classification tree) nor does this research aim to determine the optimal allocation of 

retention resources. Instead, the purpose is to understand whether the knowledge 

possessed by the executives is thorough enough to allocate the resources effectively, 

and if there exists room for improvement in their understanding of customer churn. It 

will be evaluated if increased understanding will be likely to improve their customer 

retention. 

Hence, the main question of this research is:  

MQ: Does the executives of Company SP possess thorough knowledge of their 

customer churn? 

Research questions that need to be answered before we can determine an answer to the 

main question are: 

RQ1: Which attributes have the biggest effect on customer churn based on data 

analysis? 

RQ2: How does Company SP executive’s assumptions compare to the results from the 

data analysis? 

1.3 Structure of the Study  

This chapter will present the structure of the study. In addition, the research strategy 

will be presented in brief. 

The first chapter of this thesis gives the reader a broad understanding of the importance 

of customer retention management in both business and literature. This chapter also 

demonstrates what this research will investigate and what value it aims to bring to the 

business society. Research gap and the main research question were also introduced, 
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and research strategy will be presented in brief. More detailed presentation of the 

research strategy will be in chapter three. 

The second chapter of this thesis concludes the existing literature regarding customer 

retention management and executive’s understanding of their customer churn. There 

will be two different totalities of literature presented in the chapter, one considering 

the literature of data analysis in customer churn, and other considering executive’s 

assumptions and management theories and aspects in relation to customer churn and 

customer retention management. After which these two different lines of literature will 

be combined to construct the conceptual framework of this thesis. In addition, the 

relationship of this thesis to the existing literature will be discussed. First, however, 

the key concepts of the study will be presented for the reader to be able to follow this 

thesis as easily as possible.   

Chapter three will present the research methodology in more detail. Methods of data 

analysis will be explained as will be the structures of the executive interviews. 

Furthermore, the structure of the results and the ability to compare those two results to 

each other will be discussed. In advance, a background description of the case 

company will be presented in the chapter three. 

Fourth chapter will provide the results of the data analysis and the results of the 

executive interviews in detail. Moreover, the results will be compared to each other to 

analyze the accuracy of the executive’s assumptions. As the chapter four will be 

relatively long chapter due to the size of the results that will be presented, chapter five 

will conclude the major findings of the thesis. The results will be analyzed in relation 

to the existing literature presented in the chapter two. Theoretical and managerial 

implications will also be discussed, and limitations of the research will be illustrated. 

In addition, possible future research ideas will be suggested. The last two chapters will 

be for references and appendixes.  

To generate an answer to the main question, we need to do a qualitative research on 

the company executive’s assumptions and understanding of their customer churn. This 
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qualitative research will be done by interviewing two executives of the Company SP. 

At the time of writing this paper, these two executives are part of the executive team 

of the company and are the ones most included in the customer management among 

the executive team. Results of this qualitative research will be compared to the results 

of analyzing the Company SP’s customer data with quantitative methods. 

This study aims to explore possible misconceptions held by company executives of 

their customer churn, and to briefly analyze possible consequences and significance of 

such misconceptions. Biggest part of the research’s information will be gathered from 

the customer data of the Company SP. Data is gathered from instances such as ERP, 

CRM, invoicing and customer surveys. To be able evaluate the executive’s 

understanding of their customer churn, the interview part and the data analysis part 

need to be comparable to each other.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter will discuss the existing literature related to executive’s assumptions of 

customer churn and recent advancements within customer churn in terms of 

management, after which key findings of earlier studies focusing on data analytics 

within customer churn will be presented. Later the conceptual framework of this thesis 

will be presented based on the earlier literature about the aspects of this research. 

However, for a reader to be able to follow this thesis efficiently, we must first go 

through some key concepts of the study. 

2.1 Key concepts of the study 

Recurring revenue model 

A business model where the revenue is predictable and likely to continue in the future. 

Revenue realization takes place over the course of the whole customer life-time instead 

of in the beginning of the relationship. Revenue usually occurs in pre-determined 

intervals, such as monthly, quarterly or annually. Companies can operate fully on 

recurring revenue, or it can present a portion of their revenue streams. In this research 

we refer to recurring revenue model as a major revenue stream of the provider. 

Customer defection 

Rust & Zahorik (1993) defined defection through a customer-centric perspective. 

Defection can then include full and partial defection. Full defection occurs when 

customer move all its spending in a product category away from a supplier. In partial 

defection, customer moves some of his spending in product category to away from 

supplier.  

Customer churn 
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Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu, & Mason (2006) define churn as the tendency for 

customers to defect or cease business with a company. Losing a customer can reduce 

sales revenues and increase acquisition costs (Athanassopoulos, 2000; Risselada, 

Verhoef, & Bijmolt, 2010). Miguéis, Van den Poel, Camanho, & Falcão e Cunha 

(2012) defined churn based on changes in customer spending from one period to 

another. This definition works in non-contractual and contractual settings.   

Customer retention 

Retention is considered as retaining a customer. Companies often offer retention 

campaigns to their customers to reduce churn. (Jahromi et al., 2014) 

Customer Acquisition Cost 

Companies use significant resources to acquire new customers. Total of those costs 

per customer is considered as a Customer Acquisition Cost. 

Classification tree or Decision tree 

Decision tree is a method used in predictive analytics. Classification tree is the same 

method but applied to a dataset with categorical target value. Classification tree is often 

used in customer churn detection (churn classified as yes or no). The model is taught 

with a portion of the total data (training data) and tested with the rest of the data (testing 

data). The model will then try to apply its learnings from the training data to predict 

correctly, whether a specific customer has churned or not. When the model is working 

accurately, it can develop predictions of which customers will defect next.  

Correlation  

If two variables are correlated, those variables are intercorrelated. Negative correlation 

means that an increase in one will result in decrease in the other. While positive 

correlation means that variables are most likely moving to the same direction. Absolute 
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value of the correlation determines the strength of the correlation. Correlation is often 

referred with a number between -1 and 1. 

Relationship Event  

The term Relationship Event is defined here as any action by a human, mechanical, or 

technological agent with the result that it is perceived to impact the focal supplier–

customer relationship directly or indirectly, as judged by the decision maker. 

According to Hollmann et al. (2015) customer defection only occurs as a result of 

negative events within the relationship. 

Defection Energy 

Based on the research of Hollmann et al. (2015) defection energy gets created when 

negative events occur in a relationship between customer and the provider. Defection 

energy is needed for the defection decision to occur. Otherwise the relationship will 

continue, and no customer churn would occur.  

2.2 Customer churn in management decision making 

In this chapter we will discuss about existing literature related to the management 

decision making in regards of customer churn and customer retention. Customer churn 

and customer retention are crucial factors of customer relationships, and there has been 

conducted a variety of studies related to them. It is often pointed out in such researches 

that managers or executives do not necessarily possess enough information and/or 

technology to effectively manage customer churn and retention. (Springer et al., 2007).  

2.2.1 Occurrence of customer churn within supplier-customer -relationship 

Hollmann et al. (2015) investigated B2B defection decisions to develop a theoretical 

framework on how defection decisions occur in B2B context. With qualitative 

research, they offered marketers insight on how to improve defection management. 
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Rather than analysing business data, they aimed to develop an understanding of the 

defection decisions by qualitative interviews of defected clients. Their theoretical 

framework proposes that B2B customer relationships continue unless some impulse or 

string of impulses create a change in the relationship between the buyer and the 

supplier. The authors introduced defection energy as the momentum for the 

relationship to defect. If enough defection energy is created by various incidents, the 

customer will defect from the relationship. Their model suggests that the defection 

energy is accumulated and stored over the course of multiple, perhaps unattached 

events. Unless the cumulative defection energy reaches a threshold level, the 

relationship will continue to exist. 

2.2.2 Customer retention management 

Customer retention and customer churn can be viewed as a part of Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM). With CRM we are not referring to the technology 

alone, but to CRM as a holistic approach to managing customer relationships to create 

shareholder value. This broad and strategic definition of CRM was used by Payne & 

Frow (2005). In addition, Ambler (2000, s. 287) mention in the definition of customer 

retention that CRM in a formal way and/or loyalty programmes can be linked to 

customer retention. While CRM technology often plays a key role in managing 

customer relationships, the approach to CRM should be broader than just technical. 

Since customer retention and customer churn prevention are key outcomes and targets 

of managing customer relationships, it is crucial that they are included in the strategic 

approach to CRM. 

A global survey of 334 senior managers and executives (Forbes, 2015) revealed that 

customer retention has gained an important role in top management of companies. 

From mature companies, 64% of the respondents considered retaining their existing 

customers as one of their primary goals. In less mature companies the respective 

percentage was 47%. The Forbes (2015) article suggests that understanding the overall 

impact of retention and acquisition strategies on key metrics can be seen the initial step 

in developing more customer-centric approach.  
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Swift (2000) defined CRM as an enterprise approach to understanding and influencing 

customer behaviour through meaningful communication to enhance customer 

acquisition, customer loyalty, customer retention and customer profitability. Payne & 

Frow (2005) defined CRM by uniting the potential of relationship marketing strategies 

and IT to create profitable long-term relationships with customers and other key 

stakeholders. These definitions of CRM point out that understanding indicators and 

reasons for customer churn and customer retention are a crucial part of CRM. To fully 

exploit CRM, company needs to integrate cross-functionally processes, people, 

operations and marketing capabilities. This is enabled through technology, information 

and applications. Payne and Frow raised a concern that traditional performance 

measurement systems might not be suitable for measuring aspects such as customer 

satisfaction, customer retention and other related CRM aspects due to traditional 

measurement systems usually being functionally driven. Hence, they are not 

necessarily suitable for measuring cross-functional aspects such as customer 

satisfaction or customer retention. (Payne & Frow, 2005.)   

Based on Payne & Frow’s (2005) research, customer value is an outcome of the co-

production of value between customer and the provider, the deployment of improved 

acquisition and retention strategies, and the utilization of channel management. In this 

context, customer value is perceived as the value that the provider receives as the 

lifetime value of the customer. In the context of this thesis, the retention strategies are 

important to understand. Customer retention as a part of the value creation has been 

studied widely. To effectively manage customer relationships and customer retention, 

CRM should reflect to performance standards which ensure that CRM activities 

planned, and furthermore practiced, efficiently to support maximizing performance 

and improvements. In addition, feedback loops should exist to enable organizational 

learning. (Payne & Frow, 2005.) 

2.2.3 Executive’s assumptions on customer churn 

In a research by Springer et al. (2007) authors studied manager’s understanding of 

what causes their customers to churn. Authors claimed that the executives often point 
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out the last thing that happened before the customer churned, if asked what causes the 

churn. The last thing is often a competitor’s promotional offer. While competitive 

offers can lure customers to switch providers, it is usually only after a long period of 

eroding trust by a serious of, perhaps smaller, misadventures. Then, followed by an 

intriguing offer from a competitor, a customer that has already been primed to leave is 

much more likely to take the offer. The events or episodes that affect the customer’s 

willingness to change the provider and the actual decision to leave can be years apart. 

(Springer et al.) These results are aligned with the findings of Hollmann et al. (2015), 

who argued that defection energy is caused by multiple negative events often occurring 

during a long period of time. Springer et al. deepened this knowledge by researching 

the executive’s views on customer churn. Often focusing on the last one or two 

episodes (or events) before the customer churn companies rarely achieve a complete 

solution addressing the customer churn problem. (Springer et al., 2007.) 

These findings were supported by focus group investigations with customers who had 

recently departed from a US wireline provider. Customers were able to pinpoint 

multiple negative events occurring during their relationship with the provider, such as 

error messages when trying to watch a movie, debt collectors calling for a bill that was 

not owed or call centre representatives spelling their name incorrectly. (Springer et al., 

2007.) While the investigation was conducted within B2C, the findings of Hollmann 

et al. (2015) in B2B sector were very similar. Springer et al. claimed that the episodes 

built up misery and resentment in customers’ minds. And the initial irritation worsened 

until a trigger event caused the customer to defect from the relationship. Hollmann et 

al. used a term defection energy to describe the “irritation” needed to defect from the 

relationship. Without defection energy, they argued, the relationship would continue. 

Defection energy is built through negative events occurring during a certain time-

period. (Hollmann et al., 2015.) If executives fail to understand the full, long-term 

process of churn, they might end up focusing only on the trigger event. 

A study of communications service providers by Springer et al. (2007) found that 

service providers often have wrong assumptions of the reasons for their customers 

defecting. The wrong assumptions can occur due to a lack of communication, all the 
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way from the customer to the CEO of the service provider. Following this, companies 

can end up overlooking certain realities related to retention management.  

A survey in telecommunications (Amdocs, 2011) found customer loyalty 

misconceptions held by service providers. Service providers saw service quality, 

network coverage, network capacity and customer care as the key drivers behind 

customer loyalty. However, another consumer survey by Amdocs revealed that 

network coverage and good customer care do not count as competitive differentiators 

but are considered as basic service requirements. While service providers thought they 

could increase loyalty by improving on such factors, consumers do not necessarily feel 

the same (Amdocs, 2011).  However, by failing in such issues companies may cause 

defection energy and thus increase the probability of defection in the future. Almost 

70% of consumers stated personalized and tailored services, rewards for being loyal 

customers and proactive care as factors that would win their loyalty. (Amdocs, 2011.) 

2.2.4 Motives for switching service provider 

While reasons for customer churn are not the same for every service provider, there 

exists some common issues. For example, poor service has been found to cause 

customer churn within multiple fields of business (Customer Experience Impact 

Report, 2011). In the report they claimed that 89% of consumers have defected from a 

relationship due to a poor customer service. If companies consider their customer 

service function merely as a cost centre, they can easily lose the focus on the customer 

experience. Customer service has been referred as even bigger reason for customer 

churn than price or product related issues (Springer et al., 2007). Furthermore, 

emotional intelligence has been found to play a key role in defection. McKinsey report 

(2004) claimed that 85% of the customers of a certain bank increased their value to the 

bank when received positive emotionally charged interactions. While 70% of the 

customers decreased their business (hence, defected partially) after emotional 

interactions turned to negative. 
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While the nature of switching behaviour has been researched in number of studies, the 

marketing literature lacks models that would comprehensively assess the service-

provider switching (Njite, Kim, & Kim, 2008). Majority of the switching-behaviour 

literature has focused on consumers (Keaveney, 1995; Lam, Shankar, Erramilli, & 

Murthy, 2004; Mittal & Lassar, 1998), but the same literature has implications for B2B 

service as well (Naumann, Haverila, Sajid Khan, & Williams, 2010). A customer-

based model was proposed by (Bansal, 2005) to explain why service customers switch 

providers. The model was called ‘push-pull-moorings’ (PPM), and they argue that a 

customer can be pushed to a competitor due to multiple factors related to the service-

provider’s performance or changes in the situation of the customer (push -factors). Or 

the customer could be pulled to a competitor by an expected attractive outcome (pull 

-factors). Mooring -factors would mitigate or enhance the push-and-pull -factors in 

some situations. While this framework was developed for consumers, it is argued to 

be equally applicable for business customers (Naumann et al.). Next, we will briefly 

analyse the PPM -factors separately, to give a broad understanding of how they work 

in B2B context. 

Push factors 

Push -factors can be related to a poor value delivery by the supplier (Sirdeshmukh, 

Singh, & Sabol, 2002). For example, unmet expectations or service failure can work 

as push -factors. Poor complaint -handling or high-perceived prices are also common 

push -factors (Crosby & Stephens, 1987; Rust & Zahorik, 1993). Naumann et al. 

(2010) argued that majority of the push -factors are within the control of the service 

provider. Hence, they are an important point of focus when managers are trying to 

improve customer retention. However, since there exists push -factors that are not 

under control of the provider, push -factors can be divided into two categories: internal 

performance -related push -factors and external performance -related push -factors. In 

a B2B context, internal performance -related push -factors can be for example related 

to technology or related to the customer processes. A customer might be expecting 

more calls from or more meetings with the provider, when receiving less contact can 
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be pushing the customer to switch. This would clearly be a push -factor caused by the 

actions of the provider. 

External push -factors have nothing to do with the service provider’s performance. For 

example, a loss of profit or loss of revenue by the customer can affect their decision-

making and push the customer towards switching for a cheaper provider or cancelling 

the type of service in total. (Naumann et al., 2010) The customer can also be acquired, 

or they might acquire a company that can offer the same kind of service internally. 

Often these external push -factors should be neglected when focusing on improving 

the customer retention. 

In some B2B cases, external push factors are related to the customer’s cost saving 

strategies. For example, some companies can stop spending for product development 

or market research for a certain time-period. This would show as a defection for their 

given service provider, although customer would not switch to another supplier. 

Sometimes changes in key decision makers in the customer’s organisation can also 

trigger cost-saving strategies. (Naumann et al., 2010) 

Kumar (2002) studied repurchase intentions of IT products and related B2B services. 

He found out that some of the factors were strongly related to overall customer 

satisfaction, and other factors were more strongly related to repurchase intent. 

Contradicting to popular misconceptions, customer satisfaction and repurchase intent 

or loyalty are not necessarily strongly correlated. In fact, customer satisfaction seems 

to be less influencing to loyalty than believed. (Reiccheld & Teal, 2007.) Based on 

Kumar’s (2002) study, most strongly associated factor to satisfaction was sales team 

leader’s performance. Other factors strongly associated with satisfaction were quality 

of product offering, business solution development and the delivery process. Only 

factors strongly related to repurchase intent were ability to solve the customer’s IT 

problems and the product offering. Applying the Bansal et al. (2005) model here, all 

these factors are internal push factors. These results show how important it is for 

executives and managers to understand which factors in their own business affect the 

customer satisfaction, and which affect the repurchase intentions or customer churn 
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and retention. Customer retention or customer churn should not be solely considered 

as outcomes of customer satisfaction. 

As mentioned earlier, switching or defection usually occurs after multiple events have 

had effect on the relationship. Naumann et al. (2010) also noted that most of the B2B 

service provider switching occurs after several factors have worked together. 

Furthermore, Naumann et al. proposed that those external push -factors which are out 

of the provider’s control might explain the inability of the customer satisfaction and 

loyalty research to fully explain loyalty behaviours. They argue that the external 

factors are not widely assessed in customer satisfaction research. 

Pull factors 

Bansal et al (2005) argued that pull factors influenced the repurchase intent much 

stronger than the push factors. They mentioned alternative attractiveness as an 

important pull factor. Alternative attractiveness can occur in many ways. Alternative 

service provider may have an attracting reputation, they might offer different types of 

benefits such as improved service or reduced price or simply their image might be 

more attractive compared to the current service provider’s image. 

Mooring factors 

Mooring factors are relationship characteristics that mitigate the direct effect of push 

and/or pull factors. These are traditionally described as switching costs or barriers to 

switching. Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty (2000) define them as perceived economic 

and psychic costs associated with shifting from one alternative to another. While they 

may decrease the probability of defection, managers should be cautious with 

increasing mooring factors. Study of Bagdoniene & Jakstaite (2006) proposes that 

barriers for switching might even have a controversial effect on the relationship if 

customers feel that the trust within the relationship is eroding and they are being held 

as hostages. However, Naumann et al. (2010) argued that the presence of switching 
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costs and mooring factors tend to make the relationship between service provider and 

the customer more enduring. 

2.2.5 Management tools and theories for preventing customer churn 

The above management tools and management theories are not directly capable for 

managing customer churn or customer retention itself but are rather useful to 

understand and manage customer churn’s relation and causalities among other aspects 

of business, and especially among other aspects of CRM. Detailed tools and techniques 

specified for churn management are more technical rather than managerial and are 

presented in brief in the churn analytics -part of this research.  

To maximise customer retention and customer share, firms often use relationship 

marketing instruments (RMI’s). An example of RMI can be a loyalty program or direct 

mailing (Smith, Sparks, Hart, & Tzokas, 2004). Studies have proved these tactics to 

be positively impacting customer retention (R. Bolton, Kannan, & Bramlett, 2000; 

Bolton, 1998). Although it should be noted that direct mailings are traditionally viewed 

as a tool to increase sales rather than customer retention (Verhoef, 2003). However, 

due to an increase and improvements in marketing automation and content 

personalisation it can be assumed that direct mailings could have progressed to include 

aspects of customer retention as well.  

Balanced Scorecard was suggested by Payne & Frow (2005) as a tool for management 

to understand and develop cross-functional customer relationship management. 

Although CRM was defined as a holistic approach to customer relationship 

management rather than just as a technology, the technology -part has an important 

role in whole CRM. Keramati & Shapouri (2016) showed that CRM technology 

indirectly impacts CRM performance through CRM usage. Hence, the way of using 

the technology seems to be more important than the technology itself. Their research 

included CRM technology, CRM technology usage, CRM orientation, top 

management commitment, organizational alignment, customer valuation competence, 

CRM activities (initiation management, maintenance management, retention 
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management) and customer heterogeneity as independent variables. All the variables 

(including top management commitment) had effect on customer retention. These 

findings are aligned with previous findings suggesting that CRM should be considered 

as a holistic approach rather than technological solution (Payne & Frow, 2005). 

Keramati & Shapouri (2016) studied Balanced Scorecard and DEMATEL -technique 

as ways to manage CRM processes.  DEMATEL -technique is a tool which can be 

used to derive total-relation matrix and unravel causal relationships among key 

performance indicators (KPI’s) and perspectives. Based on their study, Customer 

retention belonged to the first group (out of three groups) within KPI’s, which means 

that it has relatively higher impact on other elements. Hence, customer retention is a 

strong KPI within CRM.  

While retention programs are commonly used to increase customer retention, there 

exists issues regarding their implementation in real life. The survey by Amdocs (2011) 

revealed that 65% of service providers only initiate a retention program after the 

customer has started the process of defection. This is not really an efficient way of 

implementing retention campaigns or programs. Multiple researches propose that the 

later the provider begins targeted retention efforts, the more expensive and less 

effective they are (Hollmann et al., 2015; Jahromi et al., 2014). Either managers are 

not fully aware of this or they are neglecting it, or service providers as firms lack the 

capability to identify the future churners earlier. Otherwise, all the service providers 

should be beginning their retention programs earlier. In the same survey, 82% of 

service providers labelled customer loyalty programs as “important” or “very 

important” to their company’s strategy over the next five years. Hence, this 

incapability of implementing the retention or loyalty programs efficiently, seems to be 

a major issue within service providers. The Amdocs (2011) survey argued that it is 

organizational challenges that are blocking loyalty initiatives. Only 21 percent of 

service providers said that they have the necessary collaboration between IT and 

customer retention and loyalty departments to enable effective retention programs in 

the way providers would want to. This raises a question whether the actual problem in 

implementing retention programs is in understanding the customer churn and retention 
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components or problems in organisational structures to support the implementation. 

 

Retention rate has a direct effect on Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). A commonly 

used, traditional formula used for measuring CLV in subscription business is: 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

1 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
                      

(Farris, Bendle, Pfeifer, & Reibstein, 2010) 

Hence, by increasing the retention rate a company can increase their CLV, which is 

one of the key performance indicators for many service providers (Gupta et al., 2006). 

In the long run, it needs to surpass the Customer Acquisition Cost for the provider to 

be able to do profitable business. King, Chao, & Duenyas (2016) argued that customer 

retention and customer acquisition are both costly activities, and both need to be 

assessed with care. In history there exists examples where one of these has been 

neglected with bad results. King et al. (2016) mention dot-com boom as an example, 

during which companies were investing heavily on customer acquisition without 

proper processes for customer retention. The authors considered acquisition and 

retention as a trade-off, with all companies operating on limited resources. Managers 

need to decide not only the strategies to apply for each activity, but also how much 

should be invested in to the retention in comparison to the acquisition.  

Customer retention and customer experience management in general has gained 

increasing amount of focus from companies. Report of Gartner (2018) shows that over 

5000 companies worldwide have a dedicated customer experience leader. Over 40% 

of those leaders report directly to the CEO. According to Gartner, this increasing CEO 

oversight expresses the importance of customer experience to the bottom line of the 

provider. While customer experience has multiple metrics, Gartner’s report names 

customer churn as one of the key metrics. However, as presented earlier in this thesis, 

lot of companies can have somewhat inaccurate assumptions of what causes their 
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customer churn. Furthermore, accurate retention efforts require accurate 

understanding of the causalities involved in customer churn.  

When it comes to assessing customer churn alone, there exists examples in the business 

world where increased understanding of the underlying churn factors and key 

differentiators between the customers who stay and customers who churn have 

improved the overall value of the company. A SaaS start-up Groove reports that they 

were able to determine key “red-flag metrics” which seemed to differentiate the 

churners from other customers. Red-flag metrics were related to the length of the first 

session and time spent on completing the tasks. By identifying these metrics, they were 

able to focus more effort on the customers that were experiencing problems related to 

these metrics, and to make sure they managed to onboard them properly. (Ideas, 

Appdirect, 2016.) This example is largely related to churn analytics offered in more 

detail later in this research. 

2.3 Understanding customer churn through data analysis 

In this chapter different analytical methods commonly used in analysing and/or 

detecting customer churn will be discussed. Methods use machine learning algorithms 

to understand customer churn and to detect churning customers beforehand. While 

churn analytics has been widely studied in existing literature, majority of the studies 

has been conducted in B2C context. However, methods are pretty much the same and 

the results have been good in both contexts. 

2.3.1 Decision tree and logistic regression 

Authors of Hassouna et al. (2015) empirically compared two data mining techniques 

in churn detection: decision tree and logistic regression. They aimed to analyse those 

techniques based on their accuracy and ability to detect churn. Their research was 

conducted with B2C data from a mobile operator. They used three different decision 

trees (CART, CHAID and C5.0) receiving the best results with C5.0. However, it was 

clear that all methods tested outperformed random guessing.  
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Lemmens & Croux (2006) studied churn detection with bagging and boosting -

methods in B2C context. Those are advanced statistical methods that are widely used 

in machine learning, but they have not been widely adapted to marketing literature. 

Lemmens and Croux (2006) attempted to find out if those methods can challenge more 

traditional methods in churn prediction. They also aimed to detect more relevant churn 

drivers for marketers to watch for. Findings of Lemmens and Croux (2006) suggest 

that churn can be predicted with high accuracy from data, when correct methods and 

accurate data with enough variables are being implemented to the prediction analysis. 

Data they used for their analysis was gathered from B2C context.  

Jahromi et al. (2014) studied churn in B2B context using data mining to model churn. 

They also aimed to develop profit maximization strategy for retention campaigns 

based on customer heterogeneity. They used data mining techniques such as decision 

tree, decision tree with cost-sensitive learning, boosting as an ensemble learner method 

and logistic regression. Data mining techniques has been studied widely in the context 

of improving customer relationship management (Fader & Hardie, 2009; Jahromi et 

al.). Jahromi et al. studied churn in non-contractual B2B context, and their aim was to 

test and propose the best performing methods for data mining in churn detection and 

to develop profit maximizing retention campaign. They did not seek key indicators of 

defection decision but were rather interested in the detection capabilities of different 

methods. 

Research of Fader & Handle (2009) shows that companies can predict customer’s 

future behaviour based on transactional data. Due to innovations in IT, companies can 

now access transactional data much more effectively than before. Jahromi et al. (2014) 

suggested that this makes it possible for the providers to be more efficient in targeting 

their retention campaigns.  

These presented findings implicate that data mining and decision tree provides very 

useful insight into customer churn. However, they raised a need for new and improved 

ways to understand and analyse data. Limitations in relation to significance, causality, 
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data evolution, model complexity and aggregation were pointed out. (Hassouna et al., 

2015) 

The foregoing reviews, empirical studies and theoretical frameworks have revealed 

that customer churn and retention are rational decisions taken by 

subscribers/customers based on comparative/pairwise analysis of the provider’s 

attributes (Adebiyi, 2016; Naumann et al., 2010). This relates to the decision to be 

taken, the situation, and circumstances which surround the decision made or what may 

be called decision making environment (Adebiyi). It has been learned that there exist 

multiple variables affecting these rational analysis, and through artificial intelligence, 

customer churn and retention can be predicted based on the data of those variables 

(Lemmens & Croux, 2006). 

While data mining methods, such as bagging and boosting classification trees 

(Lemmens & Croux, 2006), decision tree analysis and regression model (Hassouna et 

al., 2015; Suh & Alhaery, 2016) have been studied, there is still lot to learn especially 

in B2B context. Most of the researches in customer churn using data mining methods 

have been focusing on B2C context (Verhoef, 2003). Other researches concentrating 

in B2B customer churn often concentrates on qualitative things which are estimated to 

have impact on customer retention, such as customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

This thesis aims to deepen the understanding of churn detection in B2B context by 

investigating the executive’s assumptions and their alignment with data derivatives. 

Whether operating in B2C or in B2B sector, provider should not put too much value 

on ‘logical’, yet un-studied hypotheses. In his research, Verhoef (2003) found no 

relation with either satisfaction or payment equity with customer retention. While 

those, especially customer satisfaction, is often considered as an important indicator 

for customer loyalty or product stickiness. (Hosseini, Maleki, & Gholamian, 2010; 

Verhoef, 2003.) 
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2.4 Conceptual framework 

Previous studies have proven that defection decision is a rational decision, occurring 

through a relatively long period of time (Hollmann et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2010). 

Hollmann et al. developed a theoretical framework on churn decision making, 

proposing that the defection only occurs if there occur enough negative events within 

the relationship. Defection energy from those negative events builds up, and eventually 

will be enough to cause the defection. Service providers has been noticed to be 

ineffective in applying retention programs early enough to achieve great results, but 

instead they often apply retention programs too late. Retention programs often start 

only after the service provider has received a notice of cancellation of the service. 

(Amdocs, 2011.) 

Executive assumptions on customer churn has been shown to be somewhat different 

than the customer’s own reasons for churning. Earlier literature shows that managers 

are often focusing too much on the latest events within the relationship rather than on 

previous events, which are found to have a great effect on the churn decision as well. 

This thesis argues that with proper resources, thorough understanding of customer 

churn and suitable data analysing methods in place, companies should be able to detect 

the potential churners and to implement customer retention programs more efficiently.  

By applying classification tree analysis to the customer data of the Company SP, it 

should be possible to detect differences between customers who churn and customers 

who stay. Based on these findings, it should be possible to detect the future churners 

with significant accuracy. The accuracy of the model within the case company will be 

evaluated, and it will tell whether it is possible to trust the results of the data analysis 

or not. The model also helps to determine the key components of customer churn, 

hence to understand why customers churn and what implicates the future churn. As 

showed earlier in this research, previous studies have proved the classification tree to 

be an effective way of developing a thorough understanding of customer churn 

(Hassouna et al., 2015). Furthermore, as multiple researches propose, the decision to 
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churn develops within a long time-period (Hollmann et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 

2010). While CRM is not considered as a technology in this context but rather as a 

holistic approach to managing customer relationships, we can assume that data derived 

from CRM system will have explaining power over the customer churn as well. CRM 

system is one of the key data resources in this research, and the research will determine 

which factors within CRM system will have most effect in the customer churn. 

Based on all of this, it can be assumed that by analysing the results from data analysis 

and from executive interviews, it should be possible to detect possible differences 

between facts derived from data and executive’s assumptions.  

Figure 2 presents the conceptual framework of the theoretical part of this thesis based 

on existing literature. It presents the steps required to gain understanding of the 

customer churn with data analysis, and the steps to validate the results gathered from 

the data analysis.  

 

Figure 2 Conceptual framework of the data analysis 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will explain in detail how this research was conducted. It is important to 

understand the issues explained in this chapter for understanding the results of the final 

analysis. Before the actual methods the research strategy will be discussed.  After 

which theory and applications regarding the data analysis will be explained, as will be 

the formats for the executive interviews. Ultimately, the background of the case 

company will be presented. As decision three and classification tree are important in 

the data analysis part, it is noteworthy that classification tree is a version of decision 

tree, and the only difference is that the classification tree is applied to a dataset where 

the target variable can only receive discrete values (as in this thesis). 

3.1 Research strategy 

This research is conducted to understand possible misconceptions of managers and 

executives of their customer churn. Different events that occur both in and outside of 

core product or service, has been identified to have effect on decision to defect by 

customers in B2B sector (Hollmann et al., 2015). We will investigate the effects of 

different events gathered from data in relation to customer churn/defection decision 

and compare them to results gathered from interviews with the managers of the service 

provider. The interview questionnaire will be developed based on the data we can 

include in the data analysis, so that the results will be comparable. Executives will be 

asked to rate an importance in terms of churn for each of the given variable. They will 

also be asked to determine whether an increase in the given variable will increase or 

decrease the probability of churn, hence, whether the variable correlates negatively or 

positively with churn. After which we will be able to determine which of the variables 

are considered the most important in terms of customer churn by the executives, and 

to which direction they assume the variable to affect.  

Classification tree analysis will reveal the most important components of customer 

churn and most reliable indicators of customer churn based on data analysis. C5.0 

classification tree was selected due to its’ great results in customer churn detection 
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among existing literature (Hassouna et al., 2015.). Interviews with the executives will 

reveal their assumptions of the same matter. Those two can then be compared and it 

can be analysed if they are aligned or not. This will reveal if executives have room for 

improving their understanding of their customer churn, or if their assumptions are 

already accurate enough to make educated decisions. 

Data mining will be conducted using MS Power BI and R-software, and data for the 

case company will be attained from their own data sources. Interviews with executives 

will be phone interviews with pre-arranged questionnaire. Questionnaire will be 

presented later in this paper. Hence, this thesis will combine a qualitative part (the 

executive interviews) and a quantitative part (the customer data analysis). 

To be able to understand the defection decision, we need to analyse relevant data. 

Based on earlier researches there exist lot of different data that can affect the defection 

decision. Variables such as change in personnel, lack of usage of purchased products, 

reduce in spending, latency in payments, customer support cases and complications 

with the usage of the purchased service/product can have an increasing effect on 

defection decision. While previous literature has identified some key factors affecting 

customer churn (Coussement & Van den Poel, 2008), non-academical publications 

within SaaS -industry has proposed perhaps even wider offering of meaningful 

variables (Blaisdell, 2014.), which include those presented above. Churn prediction is 

especially important and common within SaaS -industry due to the nature of the 

business. (Blaisdell) Classification tree analysis will arrange the variables included in 

the analysis according to their importance in determining whether a customer has 

churned or not.  

In customer churn there always exists natural causes which provider is unable or very 

unlikely to be able to affect, and then unnatural which provider can affect to. Natural 

reasons such as bankruptcy of the customer or acquisition of the customer should not 

be included in this research, because the motivation of this study is to help providers 

to retain their customers more efficiently. When natural causes cannot be affected, 

customers who has left due to natural reasons should not be considered in this research. 
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Interviewing company executives on their assumptions of their churn components, and 

applying decision tree technique on their customer data, we will be able to analyse the 

differences and similarities between executive assumptions and data derivates. 

3.2 Decision tree analysis 

Decision tree analysis is conducted in this research to understand which attributes have 

the strongest effect on customer churn. The idea behind decision tree analysis is that 

there exist some hidden rules in the data, determining the value of the response 

variable. Decision tree analysis methods are best known for mining large datasets. A 

decision tree divides any given population into subgroups based on the strongest 

predictors that provide the greatest degree of separation of one group from another in 

relation to the target variable. The generated decision tree models are relatively easy 

to understand and act upon. (Jahromi et al., 2014; McCarty & Hastak, 2007.) They are 

the most popular predictive models, and they have been applied to customer churn 

detection especially in B2C context (Hassouna et al., 2015). Churn modelling by 

decision trees can be utilized as a part of hybrid approach, combined with other 

techniques such as bagging and/or boosting or random forest. These are all statistical 

techniques that can be applied in R software. (Jahromi et al., 2014.) 

Decision trees where target variable can only take discrete values are called 

classification trees. In this research the target variable is categorical and can take only 

two discrete values (active or churned customer). Hence, this research will be 

conducted using classification tree. For the rest of this thesis we will use the term 

classification tree instead of decision tree. With classification tree the dataset is divided 

into a training data set and testing data set. Model learns the hidden rules of the data 

from the training data set. Testing set is used to test the predicting accuracy of the 

model. (Hassouna et al., 2015.) A confusion matrix is used to present the results of the 

prediction, and the classification accuracy can be calculated from the confusion matrix. 

Confusion matrix for a binary classifier (churn: yes or no) consists of two rows and 

two columns of data. Rows include the actual classes (churn: yes or no) and columns 

include the predicted classes (churn: yes or no) or vice versa. From the matrix it is easy 
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to see how many customers in the testing data set were predicted to be churners based 

on the prediction model developed with the training data set. It can also be seen how 

many of those were predicted correctly and how many were predicted incorrectly. 

Similarly, one can see the same things for non-churners. Classification accuracy is 

calculated by dividing correctly predicted customers with the total number of 

customers in the testing data set. 

 

 

Figure 3 A confusion matrix for binary classifier 

In the example presented in Figure 3 we have CCY for Correctly Classified as Yes 

(churners) and CCN for Correctly Classified as Non (non-churners). WCY (Wrongly 

Classified as Yes) are customers who were predicted to be churners who instead 

were active customers, and WCN (Wrongly Classified as No) are customers who 

were predicted to be active but instead they were churners. From this information we 

can calculate the classification accuracy: 

 

Where AC=classification accuracy, CCY=Correctly Classified as Yes, 

CCN=Correctly Classified as No, WCY=Wrongly Classified as Yes and 

WCN=Wrongly Classified as No. 
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People should be cautious when using classification accuracy as an indicator of 

model’s success. If testing data includes 90% of active companies and 10% of 

churners, by classifying each company as an active company the classification 

accuracy would be 90% which sounds great. However, the model would have failed 

to do what it was supposed to: to predict churners. When dealing with churn, 

predicting churners correctly is more important than predicting non-churners 

correctly. Mis-predicting a customer that is about to churn is more expensive for the 

company than mis-predicting an active customer as a churner. 

To overcome this weakness of classification accuracy metric, companies can use 

sensitivity and specificity metrics. Sensitivity is the proportion of correctly classified 

churners out of all churners, while specificity is the proportion of correctly classified 

non-churners out of all non-churners: 

 

 

If accuracy stays the same, an increase in sensitivity causes decrease in specificity. 

Hence, companies need to make compromise between sensitivity and specificity. As 

mentioned earlier, classifying churners as active is the most expensive mis-

classification. Therefore, service providers tend to prefer high sensitivity over high 

specificity. (Hassouna et al., 2015.) In this research we will determine the reliability 

of the model based on the classification accuracy and sensitivity. Company SP is 

interested in predicting churner’s rather than non-churners. Based on the research of 

Hassouna et al., (2015) C5.0 was found to be the best performing classification tree 

method out of CART, CHAID and C5.0. We will build our confusion matrix with 

C5.0. By using R to build classification tree, we will also get a list of variables that 

were used to make the classifications. In this research this list is important because 

we will need to compare the results with the assumptions of the executives. Variables 

on the list are provided with percentages based on how important each variable was 

for the classification. 
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Classification trees have several advantages and disadvantages. Since they can be 

plotted as a tree, they are easy to understand and interpret. Furthermore, they can 

process categorical and numerical data. However, it’s performance is affected by 

complex interactions between variables and attributes. And if the classification tree is 

complex, it gets difficult to visualize and interpret. In addition, classification tree is 

not robust and is over-sensitive to training data set. (Hassouna et al., 2015.) 

However, the classification tree plot is not of high importance in this thesis, since the 

main task of the classification tree in this paper is to classify the customers in 

different groups regarding the target variable and to find out which variables are 

most useful to do the splitting. These can all be derived without the actual 

classification tree plot.  

3.3 Attribute usage  

When conducting a classification tree analysis with C5.0 in R, attribute usage will be 

provided as part of the results. Hence, attribute usage is not a distinct analysis but a 

result from the classification tree. Attribute usage is important in understanding which 

attributes have the strongest effect on customer churn. It is a list of attributes (also 

referred as variables in this thesis) with weights based on their importance in the 

classification predictions. The most important attribute will have a weight of 100%, 

and other significant variables will have a percentage number in accordance to the 

usage of the most important attribute. This list will provide me with the information of 

which of the variables given to the model are the most significant factors within the 

customer churn. Hence, these will be the attributes that the provider should focus on 

in the customer churn detection and customer churn prevention.  

This list of attributes can then be compared to the executive assumptions of the most 

important customer churn components, and we will be able to see if they have rated 

the importance similarly or differently than the data analysis. However, the list of the 

attributes does not consider whether an increase in an attribute will increase or 

decrease the probability of churn. It only considers whether the attribute is important 

in the customer churn detection or not. While classification tree plot can help in 
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understanding the direction which way any variable affects, the classification tree plot 

does not show all the variables used in the model. Furthermore, classification tree plot 

will not have a meaningful role in this thesis due to the incapability of comparing the 

executive interview results to classification tree plot. To provide more information on 

the direction that the used variables affects, we will apply a correlation analysis to the 

variables used by the C5.0 model.   

3.4 Correlation analysis 

Correlation analysis is conducted to analyse how the attributes affect the customer 

churn (whether an increase in a given variable increases or decreases the probability 

of churn). Correlation analysis shows whether two numerical variables correlate with 

each other positively, negatively, or not at all. In this research, the correlation analysis 

is only used to determine which way the used variables correlated with the customer’s 

churn decision. It is also possible that a variable which played a role in predicting 

whether a customer has churned or not will not correlate with the churn decision. 

However, correlation plot gives some understanding of how each variable affects the 

churn decision and churn detection. For this analysis, we will have to change the 

customer churn data to numerical data (1=churn, 0=active). 

Correlation in this research will be analysed in MS Power BI with correlation plot -

visual. It shows a matrix of the correlations between numerical variables chosen for 

the visual. we will choose the variables for the correlation matrix based on the attribute 

usage derived from R with C5.0 model. Only numerical variables will be chosen, 

which are used by the C5.0 model based on the attribute usage -list. Correlations will 

be presented in the fourth chapter among other results.  

It is important to notice that an attribute can be of high importance for the churn 

detection, yet still be providing zero correlation with the churn decision. Correlation 

analysis does not consider other variables at the same time, it only considers the 

correlation between two variables. While classification tree analysis considers the total 

data provided for the model. Here is one possible example when correlation can be 
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zero, yet attribute has an important role in churn detection: If an attribute A and an 

attribute B both have zero correlation with churn decision (attribute C), but in rare 

cases when A is low and B is high, C will always be 1 (churned). This can result in 

zero correlation between A and C or B and C, but putting all variables together, 

accurate prediction can be made by classification tree model. 

Despite of this shortcoming, correlation matrix can give us a good basic understanding 

which way each attribute is affecting in terms of churn decision. Understanding the 

direction is important, so provider can make accurate changes in their operations to 

improve customer retention. 

3.5 Data collection and validation 

This chapter describes what data was included in the analysis, how it was gathered and 

how it was validated. Data from the Company SP was gathered through data transfer. 

Data originated from SP’s servers. Data includes customer data from the last eight 

years, from over 6000 customer companies. All the data could not have been used for 

the analysis due to being irrelevant or inaccurate for classification tree analysis. The 

individual variables included in the data analysis are presented in Appendix 1. 

Variables can be further categorised to eight different categories: 

• CRM activities 

• Changes in provider’s personnel 

• Changes in customer’s personnel 

• Average annual billing 

• Financial figures of a customer 

• Latency of deliveries 

• Customer being banned from service 

• Active months as a customer 

Data regarding these categories was selected due to availability of relevant data. Not 

all the data that could be relevant in terms of customer churn was available. To validate 

the data, cross-system consistency check was applied. Data was gathered from 
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multiple sources, and those sources included partially similar data. There were some 

minor differences between data fields that were supposed to represent the same thing. 

Differences occurred due to different collection methods of the data in the initial data 

gathering conducted by Company SP. In those cases, we trusted the invoicing data the 

most.  

3.6 Data preparation 

For conducting the data analysis, the original raw data needed to be prepared for the 

analysis. The data preparation phase covered all activities to construct the final dataset 

from the initial raw data. The preparation was conducted in multiple efforts to result 

in a single data table which contains all the previously described variables as numerical 

measures.  

Data sets were modified in a way that Power BI and R can recognize each variable and 

use them in a classification tree analysis and in correlation analysis. Target variable is 

categorical, receiving only two possible values (1=churn, 0=no churn). Since the data 

was gathered from variety of different data sources, data sets needed to be modified in 

a way that each customer is identified similarly in each dataset. For identification, 

customer id was used, and it was used to develop relationships with multiple data 

tables.  

Data table which includes all the customer id’s in the first column was built, and each 

variable presented in the Appendix 1 was then added to the table. Variables were 

calculated from the data provided by Company SP. Each of the numerical variables 

except Changes of CEO was calculated as an annual average based on the active 

months as a customer. Otherwise active months as a customer would have affected 

largely to each numerical variable. 

To receive unbiased results, datasets needed to be balanced. Statistically speaking, 

churn is insignificant (usually ranging from 0,5% to 15% annually). To be able to draw 

reliable conclusions on customer churn analysis, balancing is important. After 
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balancing, data sets will be ready for modelling. After balancing there should exists 

roughly the same number of customers from both classes (churners and non-churners). 

Datasets were balanced by selecting all of the churned customers available in the data 

and matching the amount with active customers. Active customers were selected with 

random selection from Company SP’s customer database. 

In some studies authors suggest that variables which have no correlation or very little 

correlation with the target variable should be removed from the analysis. By applying 

the correlation analysis to all the variables, very few of the variables were found 

independently to correlate strongly with the target variable. However, multiple 

variables together can provide explanatory information, even if variables individually 

have little or no correlation with the target variable. Hence, we involved the variables 

with little or no correlation to the decision tree analysis as well. 

For some reason there were some duplicates in the data, and they needed to be 

removed. Duplicates occurred in occasions such as revenue of the customer, when one 

customer could have had two different revenues for same time-period. However, 

duplicates were a minor proportion of the data, and erasing them could not affect the 

results significantly. 

For R to develop confusion matrix as described in Figure 3, we needed to transform 

our target variable from character -variable to factor -variable. 

In the initial data some customers had received deliveries over thousands of days late, 

and some thousands of days early. It is fair to assume that customers do not consider 

these deliveries similarly with the data. Deliveries varied a lot because of the providers 

methods of recording data (some delivery deadlines were recorded for 2025 and were 

delivered in 2017). For this reason, we applied different measures to overcome this 

problem. Four different derivatives were made from the initial delivery latency data:  

• Original latency of delivery (total) 
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• Average annual latency of delivery (filter: only consider deliveries that 

differs less than 365 days from the deadline) 

• Average annual latency of delivery (filter: only consider deliveries that 

differs less than 30 days from the deadline) 

• Average latency per delivery (filter: only consider deliveries that differs less 

than 365 days from the deadline) 

• Average latency per delivery (filter: only consider deliveries that differs less 

than 30 days from the deadline) 

• Ratio of on-time deliveries to late deliveries 

With these variables we let the classification tree to decide which of the variables are 

most informative for detecting customer churn. 

Customer churn can be divided into two categories, voluntary and involuntary churn. 

Voluntary customer churn occurs when customer willingly decides to end the 

relationship, and involuntary customer churn occurs when provider decides to end the 

relationship (usually related to lack of payments). In this research we were interested 

in the voluntary churn only. This is common for customer churn analysis because 

voluntary churners are the ones that the provider is interested in retaining as customers. 

Voluntary churn can be further divided into incidental churn and deliberate churn. 

Incidental churn means that the customer had no other options but to end the 

relationship. In B2B this can occur for example when the customer is acquired by a 

bigger company, or when the customer goes bankrupt. Deliberate churn occurs when 

the customer decides to take their business elsewhere, starts to do the service inhouse, 

or decides not to use similar types of services at all. (Shaaban et al. 2012.) Deliberate 

churn is the type of churn that providers usually try to prevent. This was the case in 

this research as well.  

Company SP’s customer surveys were used to find out whether a churn was deliberate 

or not. All the companies that had other than deliberate churn was erased from the 

data. However, since we used customer surveys to decide whether a churn was 

deliberate or not, we most likely have misclassified some customers as being deliberate 

due to lack of answers in customer surveys. Instead of directly classifying any of the 

churners as deliberate, all companies whose churn was known to be incidental were 
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removed from the the data. Rest of the churned companies were kept as part of the data 

set. 

3.7 Executive interviews 

Executive interviews were conducted to understand the assumptions of the executives 

about their customer churn, which can then be compared to the results from the 

customer data analysis. Executive interviews were conducted through phone 

interviews of duration of 8-10 minutes each. Pre-arranged questionnaires involved the 

same questions for both executives. Later the average of their answers was calculated 

and used as the results of the interview. In each questionnaire there was given options 

of churn components that executives could rate according to their assumptions of 

importance.  

Questionnaire is as follows: 

1. Rate the variables in the questionnaire on a scale from 0-5 (0 being no impact and 5 

being the strongest impact) in terms of how strongly you think they have an impact on 

customer churn 

2. For those variables that you chose an impact of 2 or higher, now choose whether 

you think increase in a specific input variable will increase the probability of churn or 

decrease the probability of churn.  

The full questionnaire is presented in the Appendix 2. 

These answers should be comparable with the results of the data analysis, so it will be 

possible to later determine whether the executives had accurate assumptions of their 

customer churn components or not. 
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3.8 Background description of the case company 

Case company SP is a Finnish service provider with annual revenue between 20-60 

million euros. They provide B2B services on contractual basis, where revenue is 

concurring. Their customer acquisition cost is killed off in three years, averagely. 

Lately they have been investing in customer retention in variety of different ways, but 

this is the first time their customer churn is analysed with classification tree method, 

or any other predictive analytics for that matter. They have 5000-10000 B2B 

customers, and their customer acquisition rate surpasses their customer churn rate. Due 

to sensitive nature of this research, Company SP’s anonymity will be respected. For 

the anonymity purposes their field of business and location is kept as a secret, and 

numbers regarding their business are given as ranges. 
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4 RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS  

In this chapter the results from the data analysis will be presented first. After which 

we will present the executive interview -results. Those results will then be compared 

and analysed against each other.  

In general, managers of the Company SP had quite accurate assumptions of their 

customer churn. However, they arranged the variables somewhat differently in terms 

of importance compared to the classification tree. But the direction of the impact was 

assumed correctly with every variable (except changes in personnel, but this was due 

to invalidity of the data). Importance of some variables was under-emphasized, while 

some others were over-emphasized. 

4.1 Importance of different variables 

From the 21 input variables given to C5.0 classification tree, it ended up using 15 of 

the variables to detect whether a customer is a churned customer or active customer.  
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Table 1. Importance of the variables based on the data analysis. 

 

Percentages represent the importance of each variable in determining whether a 

customer was a churned customer or an active customer at the time of data gathering. 

Results of the correlation analysis is shown in the same list after the variable name 

(plus -sign meaning positive correlation between given variable and churn, minus -

sign meaning negative correlation, and zero means no correlation or very little 

correlation was detected). While correlation gives a brief understanding of how each 

variable affects churn, it is by no means a comprehensive metric. A variable can have 

a strong importance even if no correlation is detected; for example, when the direction 

of impact changes within ranges, or when variables act differently depending on other 

variables. 

If we calculate the sums of each variable category (Changes in provider’s personnel, 

Changes in customer’s personnel, CRM activities, Financial figures of a customer, 
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Latency of deliveries, Active months as customer, Average annual billing and 

Customer being banned from service), we can compare the importance of variable 

categories to each other. As a category, CRM activities were the most important group 

of variables in the detection, as presented in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Importance of the variable categories based on the data analysis. 

 

Each of the category taken into the model was significant in the churn detection 

process. Financial figures of the customer had the smallest impact, while CRM 

activities were used more than other categories all together.  

4.2 Reliability and classification accuracy of the model 

In this sub-chapter we will go through the methods of reviewing the results of the data 

model. Based on these results we can determine that the model was quite successful in 

detecting the churners, hence the results from the data model can be trusted with decent 

amount of confidence. From the total data set we built two confusion matrixes with 

C5.0 classification tree; a confusion matrix from training data and a confusion matrix 

from testing data. The confusion matrix from the testing data determines how 

accurately the model can classify customer companies as churners or active customers 

without having the information whether they have churned or not. If the model 

classifies the customers with better accuracy than what could be achieved by random 

guessing, it is providing additional value to the customer churn detection. From 2041 

customer companies in the testing data, the model classified 1663 of them correctly 

and 378 incorrectly. This results in a classification accuracy of 81%.  
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This classification accuracy easily outperforms random guessing from the same data 

set (where 62% of customers were churners and 38% were active customers). With 

random guessing, best results would occur by classifying all customer’s as churners, 

which would result in 62% classification accuracy. Hence, random guessing would 

provide no additional value to churn management. 

 

The confusion matrix from the training data is presented in the Figure 4, and the 

confusion matrix from the testing data is presented in the Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Classification accuracy and confusion matrix for training data set 
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Figure 5 Classification accuracy and confusion matrix for testing data 

Figure 5 shows us the predicted classifications in the testing data set in columns, and 

true classes in rows. Hence, there were 797+218 customer’s that the model classified 

as churners. Out of which 797 were actual churners, and 218 were active customers. 

While there were 162+419 customers that the model classified as active customers, 

out of which 419 were, in fact, active, and 162 were churned. From the confusion 

matrix we can then calculate the sensitivity and specificity earlier described in the 

chapter Research methodology. From these metrics, sensitivity is more important for 

Company SP, as it is for most of the companies trying to improve their customer 

retention. Hence, models that provide better sensitivity than specificity are usually 

preferred in customer churn analytics.  

Sensitivity: CCY/(CCY+WCY)=797/(797+162)=83,11%  

Specificity: CCN/(CCN+WCN)=419/(419+218)=65,78% 
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As we can see, sensitivity is remarkably higher than specificity. This means that the 

model performs better in detecting churners than detecting non-churners. Since it is 

expensive to misclassify churner as an active customer, high sensitivity is crucial for 

Company SP (expensive in a way that if company thinks their customers will stay as 

customers, but instead they are likely to defect in near future, it is expensive not to 

notice that and take actions).  Misclassifying active (or satisfied) customer as a churner 

or likely churner is much cheaper, because it often only results in contacting the 

customer or targeting other resources for that customer. But when misclassifying a 

churner or potential churner as an active and satisfied customer, provider does not 

know to take any actions to prevent this specific customer from churning. This mistake 

often costs the whole customer for the provider. 

Classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity obtained from this model shows that 

the model works efficiently in predicting churners. Hence, the variables that the model 

used are useful in churn detection. Furthermore, we can now assume that the attribute 

usage developed from this model presents somewhat accurately the real customer 

churn components of the Company SP. For this reason, we can compare the results 

from the data model to the executive assumptions with reasonable certainty of their 

accuracy.  

4.3 Validation of the data analysis 

In R Studio user can apply different methods of classification tree. We applied C5.0 

Classification tree due to it performing better than other common classification tree 

methods in churn detection (Jahromi et al., 2014). With the data set we had in this 

research, C5.0 provided good results in terms of detecting the classes of the customers. 

With the training data set (involving 3000 customers) the classification accuracy was 

82,8%, sensitivity was 87,03% and specificity 76,27%. These results are great and by 

far outperforms the method of random guessing. However, interpreting these results 

we should keep in mind that the initial data set was not fully balanced (50-50) but 40-

60 favouring the churned customers. In this sense, it is easier for the model to predict 

correctly who has churned rather than who is active.  
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Testing data set provided similar, but slightly worse results. Classification accuracy 

dropped to 76,19%, sensitivity dropped to 83,11% and specification dropped to 

65,78%. Commonly, testing data set provides worse results than training data set, but 

these results still greatly outperform random guessing.  

For validation of the data analysis different time-filters were tested. We noticed that it 

provided somewhat different results with different filters, but most of the variables and 

their importance stayed similar. One variable that changed it’s affecting direction 

based on time-filter was changes of key engineer and other key personnel. This was 

caused by changes in Company SP’s operations within the data gathering time-period. 

Hence, this variable, while important in churn detection by C5.0 model, should be 

considered with cautiousness. The direction of its affect is not totally clear based on 

this analysis. But even with the time-filter which only gave data after the change in 

Company SP’s operations, this given variable was important in the detection. Hence, 

we can still assume that the changes in key engineer and other key personnel are 

important in terms of churn decision and churn detection. 

4.4 Provider’s assumptions 

Executives were asked to rate all the variables involved in the analysis on a scale from 

1 to 5 according to the variable’s importance in terms of churn decision and churn 

detection. Since the scale is different than the scale provided by C5.0 model, the ratings 

from the executives will only be used to arrange the attributes in to the assumed order 

of importance in terms of customer churn. The order of importance can then be 

compared to the data analysis results. In addition, the direction of the impact was asked 

to be estimated. Direction estimates will be compared to the directions gathered from 

correlation analysis. Figure 6 shows the variables in the order of importance based on 

executive’s assumptions. 
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Figure 6 Executive’s assumptions on each variable’s importance on churn 

Four variables were considered equally important (Changes of provider’s key 

engineer, Meetings at provider’s office, Reclamations and Total changes of Provider’s 

key personnel) by executives. Averagely those variables got an importance grade of 

4,5 out of five. Of those four variables, only Meetings at provider’s office were 

considered to have negative correlation with customer churn. In other words, an 

increasing number of meetings at providers office was estimated to decrease the 

probability of churning with strong effect (4,5 out of 5). Increasing amount of 

reclamations, changes in provider’s key engineer or total changes in provider’s 

personnel were estimated to increase the probability of churn with equally strong 

effect. Variables Profit/Loss of customer, Change in Profit/Loss of customer, Last 

revenue and Change in revenue were estimated to have the weakest effect on churn 

decision. However there was some differences between executive’s assumptions, since 

one of the executives estimated that an increase in customer’s revenue will slightly 

(with an importance of 2 out of 5) increase the probability of churn and a customer 

with a higher revenue will have slightly higher probability of churning, while one of 

the executives estimated that the revenue of a customer or changes in it will have no 

effect on churn. Also, variables Customer banned from service and Latency in 
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deliveries were estimated with remarkably different importance by the two executives. 

One of the executives said that a customer being banned from service has a strong 

impact (4 out of 5) increasing the probability of churning, while the other executive 

estimated the impact to be very weak (1 out of 5). The executive who estimated that 

customer being banned from the service thought that latencies in delivery has very 

weak impact (1 out of 5) on churn, while the other executive said it has a strong impact 

(4 out of 5) increasing the probability of churn. 

When we calculated the average estimated impact for variables in each category, we 

got the following table: 

Table 3. Estimated importance of each variable category. 

 

This table is calculated for average importance of each category because sum of the 

importance would result in biased results; some categories include multiple variables 

while some has only one variable. Hence, the sums of the importance would not be 

comparable to each other. While the case was similar also when calculating the 

importance of each category based on classification tree variable usages, the results 

with the classification tree does not get as biased, because the results are percentages 

in decreasing order. Hence, if a category had multiple variables of weak impact, their 

sum would still have been weak because higher position in variables importance 
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“hierarchy” trumps the number of variables in a category. However, this is not the case 

with the executive questionnaire, so we needed to calculate the average importance for 

each category. 

The most important category was estimated to be Changes in provider’s personnel, and 

its variables were estimated to have an average importance of 4,2 out of 5. Second 

most important category based on executive’s assumptions was CRM activities. Only 

one of the categories was estimated to have little or no impact on churn, and it was 

Financial figures of a customer (estimated to have an importance of 1 out of 5). 

4.5 Comparison between data analysis results and provider’s assumptions 

In this chapter we will compare the results from data analysis to the results from the 

executive interviews. Data analysis provided a list of attributes arranged according to 

the importance of the variable in churn detection. From the 21 variables inputted in to 

the data model, the model found 16 useful and left the rest out.  

4.5.1 Importance of the variables 

When those same 21 variables were given to the executives for evaluation, they rated 

each of the variable in terms of importance on a scale of 0-5, 0 being no effect and 5 

being very strong effect on churn. Two executives were interviewed, and the average 

importance of each variable based on their answers were calculated. Those variables 

are presented according to their given importance in the Table 4. 
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Table 4. Differences in importance ranking of the variables done by executives compared to data 

analysis. 

 

As noticed, the executives rated 17 of the 21 given variables to have at least some 

effect in customer churn, while data analysis only provided 16 meaningful variables. 

Variables Total changes of provider’s key personnel and Total changes of customer’s 

personnel were erased from the table 4. They were deleted because although 

executives estimated them to have effect on churn, they are not comparable with the 

data analysis results. They are both just sums of other variables already included in the 

analysis, hence, they do not provide additional value to the classification tree method. 

Instead, the model can calculate the exact numbers for such variables without 

providing the variables itself for the model, so the variables itself are useless for the 

data model.  

The column Difference in ranking shows the difference in comparison to the data 

analysis results. Positive number means that the given variable was considered by the 

executives to be more important in relation to other variables than by the classification 

tree, while negative number signifies the opposite. Hence, a positive number means 
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that the executives over-emphasized the importance of the given variable in terms of 

customer churn detection. 

Difference was calculated by a “smallest possible difference” -method. Hence, if 

executives ranked a variable to a split position of 6-10 and data analysis ranked the 

same variable to a fifth place, a difference would be -1. Also, if the same variable 

would have been ranked to an eleventh place by the data analysis, the difference would 

be +1. 

Most of the variables had a different ranking in executive’s assumptions than in data 

analysis. Biggest individual difference was 10 positions. The average of the absolute 

values in placement differences was: 

Average of the absolute values in placement differences = 

(0+0+7+6+10+4+0+1+2+5+2+0+4+3+1+3+0)/17=3,9 

For an average difference this seems to be quite a large number, given that there were 

only 17 positions available for each variable. However, the results might have been 

different if executives were asked to put these variables in order instead of giving them 

an importance factor and me calculating the order based on the answers. Nonetheless, 

the average difference of 3,9 seems relatively high. 

Accuracy of the executive’s assumptions can be further analysed by evaluating the 

variables organised into variable categories presented earlier in this thesis. Table 5 

presents the importance ranking of the categories based on the executive assumptions, 

and Difference in ranking presents the change of the given group compared to the data 

analysis results. 
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Table 5. Variable categories in order of importance, based on executive assumptions. 

Although the order of the individual variables was very different based on the 

executive assumptions compared to data analysis, the variable categories ended up in 

very similar order. There were only two categories that were in a different place 

compared to the data analysis results. While data analysis considered CRM activities 

to be the most important variable category and Changes in provider’s personnel to be 

the second most important, executives saw this vice versa. However, differences in 

executive’s assumptions were only minor, with both variable categories considered of 

high importance. 

The differences within order of importance of the individual variables can be a bit 

misleading, since the differences between many of the variables were small based on 

executive assumptions. Most likely, the grouped variable categories are presenting the 

alignment of the executive assumptions with the data analysis results more accurately. 

However, the differences in the importance ranking of the individual variables were 

so significant that it raises a concern whether companies should trust their assumptions 

or not when considering improvements in their customer retention operations. 

Differences, for the very least, were so remarkable that it is clear companies should 

consider using data analytics when investing in customer retention. 

4.5.2 Correlations with the customer churn 

Table 6 is the same as Table 4, but with correlation results added to the last two 

columns. First there are the assumptions by the executives, and then the results from 

the data analysis. From variables that were valid for comparison, only Changes of CEO 

was estimated to affect oppositely than in the data analysis. We cannot be certain 
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whether the wrong assumption is made by the executives, or if the data was somehow 

biased regarding this specific variable. In conclusion, correlations were estimated 

accurately. Although some variables were estimated to have negative or positive 

effect, while data analysis was not able to determine any correlation, this is most likely 

due to complexity of the situation rather than wrong assumptions. Assumptions can 

only be considered wrong, in this scenario, if they are opposite of the data analysis 

results. Even then, reader should give some cautiousness to the possibility of biased 

data regarding a specific variable.  

Table 6. Executives assumptions of the variables compared to the results from the data analysis. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter will conclude the results of this research and analyse the findings in 

relation to the existing theory and literature presented earlier in this paper. First, the 

executive assumption’s alignment with the data analysis results will be summarised 

and research question will be answered. After which the results will be compared to 

existing theories and management concepts such as customer relationship management 

(CRM) and to Bansal et al. (2005) push-pull-mooring -theory (PPM). In addition, the 

alignment with previous theories regarding customer churn processes will be 

discussed. 

5.1 Summary 

In this research we analysed executive’s assumptions of their customer churn and 

compared those assumptions with results from customer data analysis. Data analysis 

provided us with good understanding of different variable’s importance in customer 

churn, and we were able to determine whether the executive’s assumptions gathered 

from the executive intervieews were aligned with these results. This thesis aimed to 

fill the research gap in the executives understanding of their customer churn, and the 

executive’s capability to make educated decisions to improve their customer retention. 

While the executive’s assumptions and the data analysis recognised similar variables 

to have effect on customer churn decision, their order of importance varied a lot. 

Executives assumed variables such as changes of account managers and number of 

reclamations to be more important in determining customer churn than the data 

analysis proposes. Hence, it looks like the provider does not have to be as cautious of 

the changes in account managers as they might currently be (although it is important 

to notice that the data regarding personnel changes could have been biased due to a 

change in Company SP’s processes within the data gathering period). Outbound calls 

as a variable was considered to have less effect by the executives than it had based on 

the data analysis. With this gained knowledge, provider could consider allocating more 
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resources into calling to their customers. Based on the data analysis, a small increase 

in phone calls to customer can significantly decrease the probability of churn. 

Although there were differences between the executive’s assumptions and data 

analysis in how they arranged the variables based on their importance in churn 

decision, the calculated importance of each variable category was rated very similarly. 

It shows that the executives had a good basic understanding of the key components of 

customer churn, even though they were not able to recognize the differences between 

individual variable’s importance accurately. 

As far as the main research question ”Are Company SP’s executive’s assumptions on 

their customer churn components aligned with customer churn components resulted in 

data analysis?” goes, the answer is of multiform. Based on the results derived from 

data analysis and from executive’s interviews we can say that the executives 

understood their customer churn components well, but there was clearly room for 

improvement. They did recognize well which variables have effect on churn decision, 

and whether an increase in given variable increases or decreases the probability of 

churn. Only one variable out of 17 was estimated to have opposite effect than in data 

analysis. However, the order of importance with the variables was significantly 

different, which suggests that the executives could improve their understanding of 

which variables have the most effect on customer churn and customer retention. As 

the customer churn is complex issue involving multiple important variables, and 

assumptions of the importance of those variables does not seem to be 100% accurate, 

predictive analytics is needed for service provider to effectively detect future churners. 

Nevertheless, it is more important for the executives to understand which variables 

affect the customer churn in the first place rather than to know exactly which variables 

are affecting stronger than the others. Hence, the executives of Company SP possessed 

good overall knowledge of their customer churn. Their knowledge seems to be better 

than the existing literature proposes the executives to have in general, although the 

results are not directly comparable with each other. 
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5.2 Theoretical implications 

The research gap in executive’s understanding of their customer churn components 

was investigated, and based on the results of this thesis, executives have a relatively 

good understanding of what to look for in the data, but importance of different 

attributes is not totally clear for them. This thesis suggests that company executives 

are not fully capable of allocating their customer retention resources in to the most 

adequate places based on just their assumptions. But even if following only their 

assumptions, it seems that they are capable making improvements into their customer 

retention and not ending up creating negative effect instead. Nonetheless, to determine 

the most optimal allocation of such resources, data-analysis seems to be needed to 

determine the adequate resource allocation. Furthermore, to detect the future churners, 

the data analysis seems to be a necessity. Predictive method used in this thesis 

(decision tree C5.0) proved to be an efficient method of deriving such predictions, as 

previous literature suggested. Building metrics to detect future churners on variables 

based on executive’s assumptions does not seem to be a viable option, but predictive 

analytics should be included to capture the complexity of customer churn. 

Although CRM should be considered as a holistic approach to managing customer 

relationships (Payne & Frow, 2005), CRM -technology has an important role in the 

relationship management. The data gathered from CRM system of Company SP 

proved to be of high importance in detecting customer churn, which indicates that they 

are collecting somewhat relevant data within their CRM. Executives and data analysis 

both rated CRM data to be important in customer churn detection. The holistic 

approach to managing customer relationship was also revealed in the discussions with 

the executives, although it was not directly stated in the questionnaire. Executives 

stated their intentions to improve the usage of their CRM system in the future by 

concentrating more on the processes within and around their CRM system. They 

believe it will improve their customer retention and increase the accuracy of possible 

future customer churn detection -analysis. 
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The results from this paper (both the executive interviews and the data analysis) 

supported the existing theories that customer churn is a process which takes place 

during fairly long period of time (Hollmann et al., 2015). Variables that were important 

in the research are all occurring during the entire customer lifetime rather than events 

occurring once within the customer relationship. Even though there were some 

variables (at least the ‘Customer being banned from service’) that only happen very 

rarely, and which could be assumed to have negative effect on customer relationship, 

they did not prove to be of high importance in the data analysis. Previous literature 

proposes that managers and executives may overemphasize such events, especially if 

they occur in the very late parts of the relationship. In the case of Company SP, no 

overemphasizing of such variables was detected. This is somewhat contradicted with 

the existing literature, but it should be noticed that there was only one such variable 

involved in this research. And even that variable was not in the context of happening 

very close to the end of the relationship, hence the executives were not ‘lured’ into 

over-emphasizing such variables. 

If we consider the Bansal et al. (2005) PPM -theory, we can find both push -factors 

and mooring -factors in this research. However, in this thesis we were unable to include 

any clear pull -factors in the analysis. Most of the variables that had a positive 

correlation with customer churn were push -factors, pushing the customer towards 

defection. Such factors were at least changes of key personnel (both the key engineers 

and account managers), Reclamations (or problems behind the reclamations), 

Customer being banned from service and Latencies in delivery. Mooring -factors are 

things that makes it more difficult for the customer to defect from the relationship. 

Such factors in this research were at least Number of different products and perhaps 

Average annual invoice (somewhat correlated with each other). There were no clear 

results if the executives of Company SP rated push -factors or mooring -factors with 

any different accuracy, since they overemphasized half of the push -factors, but 

underemphasized half of them as well. External push -factors such as change in 

customer’s revenue or profit did not gain remarkable importance in either the data 

analysis or in executive interviews. 
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One might consider variables which have a negative correlation with customer churn 

as mooring -factors as well. For example, increased contact with the customer might 

make the switch more difficult, since additional shared knowledge will be created, and 

perhaps emotional bond can be formed. Hence, CRM -activities such as outbound calls 

or meetings of any type could be considered as mooring -factors. Those factors were, 

in general, underemphasized by the executives. While they did consider those factors 

to be important, the data analysis proposed them to have even stronger effect on 

customer churn. 

Based on the data analysis of this thesis, outbound calls for customers had the biggest 

impact on customer churn. This is in line with Amdocs (2001) findings, where 

customers mentioned proactive care and personalized service as loyalty-improving 

factors. The executives underemphasized the effect of outbound calls based on the 

qualitative part of this thesis. 

5.3 Managerial implications 

While the results suggest that executives have a good basic understanding of their 

customer churn components, it seems that for thoroughly understanding customer 

churn, companies should apply data analytics as a part of their customer retention 

processes. However, based on the results of this research, improvements into customer 

processes based on the assumptions of the executives could very well have a positive 

impact on customer retention. Nonetheless, to find out the most efficient ways to make 

the improvements and the optimal allocation of resources, data analytics seems to be 

of great help. Furthermore, to develop estimations of the most probable future 

churners, data analytics seems to be mandatory. Importance order of the included 

variables varied so much that it looks to be very difficult or even impossible for 

executives to develop estimates of the future churners without proper analytical tools. 

None of the variables included in the analysis can be used as an estimate of future 

churn without other variables. Detection of future churners is crucial when targeting 

retention campaigns. Hence, churn detection models seem to be of high importance 

when planning retention campaigns or other targeted retention strategies such as 
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customer success management. With data analytics and churn detection -models, 

companies can significantly enhance their estimates of the future churners compared 

to random guessing or building metrics based on their assumptions of key churn 

components. 

According to Payne & Frow (2005) CRM should reflect to performance standards 

ensuring that CRM activities are designed and practiced efficiently to support 

customer retention. This thesis suggests that Company SP could increase the phone 

calls directed to customers and try to decrease late deliveries for customers. Both seem 

to have stronger impact on customer churn than the executives assumed. Hence, they 

could be measured with more care in CRM, or increased attention could be paid for 

them to be improved. 

In addition, based on the findings of Keramati & Shapouri (2016) that retention is an 

important KPI within CRM, and this thesis proving that CRM plays a key role within 

customer churn and retention management, managers can be encouraged to include 

retention as a KPI to their CRM processes. How this would be monitored, tracked and 

exploited is a different question, but this research already provides multiple variables 

to include in to calculating KPIs for customer retention. It should be noted that 

Company SP already had something similar within their CRM, as they were measuring 

total activity points of each customer based on the CRM activities. However, there 

were no threshold -levels or target -levels included, but just the absolute points which 

didn’t really relate to anything other than the activities itself. After this research, 

Company SP stated their interest of including proper retention KPI to their CRM 

system. This could be generalized as a suggestion to other service provider’s as well. 

To summarize the managerial implications, we can propose that Company SP should 

allocate more resources into calling to their existing customers, arrange more meetings 

(especially with big or profitable clients) at their own office and concentrate more on 

the usage of their CRM system and to develop proper retention KPI’s into their CRM. 

In a wider perspective, companies should apply data analytics to understand their 

customer churn and customer retention components more thoroughly to be able to 
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decide optimal allocation of their customer relationship management resources. In 

addition, for effective targeting of retention campaigns, predictive churn analytics 

should be applied to detect the most probable future churners. 

5.4 Limitations of the study 

This research only involved data from one provider. Hence, the results cannot be 

generalized to wider extent. There were also some concerns to the validity of data. The 

data concerning churned customers was, in general, older than the data concerning 

active customers (majority of the churned customers had become customers before 

2011 and churned before 2016, while majority of active customers had been acquired 

after 2013). This raises a question if the data collection/tracking methods or provider’s 

key operations has been changed during that time, which could cause differences in 

the data.  

Also, the data that was used as input variables was limited. It is widely acknowledged 

that such things as usage amount of the services or other day-to-day -activities of the 

customer can affect the defection decision. In this research we were unable to include 

those things as input variables due to lack of relevant data. In addition, due to the 

limited resources we were not able to include analysis of the points of time each event 

happens and its’ effect on churn. While the results of this thesis cannot be considered 

as a certain truth, the differences between executive’s assumptions and data analysis 

results should be investigated further. Wrong assumptions of customer churn 

components can be harmful for the provider, if they end up doing modifications to 

their operations that should decrease churn but instead decrease the retention.  

5.5 Possible future research on the topic 

Future researches could investigate executive assumptions of their customer churn 

components in larger scale. It would help to generalize the results to affect companies 

in general. Larger scale investigation should also include variables that are more 

connected to a certain point of time. Due to the limited resources and the limited data 
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available, it was not possible to analyse the time relations of the data events carefully. 

This would help in determining in more detail whether service providers are over-

emphasizing the events occurring in the latter parts of the relationship or not.  

In addition, provider’s key personnel’s ability to detect future churners based on key 

personnel’s “gut feeling” or assumptions could be investigated. Key personnel in 

account management often possess qualitative knowledge of their customers that is not 

visible in data. This qualitative knowledge could be important in future churn 

detection. 

While predictive models in customer churn detection are gaining popularity among 

researchers and managers, retention efforts and investments based on predictive 

models could be further investigated in terms of effectiveness and return on 

investment. This could provide value in to the discussion resource allocation between 

customer acquisition and customer retention.  

One possible topic for future research can be linked to the resource allocation of 

customer retention efforts. As this thesis recognised activities such as meetings at 

provider’s office, meetings elsewhere, phone meetings or phone calls to have different 

importance in customer churn, their resource efficiency could be further investigated. 

Online meetings, face to face -meetings and phone calls all have different costs, and 

their cost effectiveness in terms of customer retention could be further analysed to help 

companies to improve their resource allocation. 
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VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE DATA ANALYSIS 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS 

1. Rate the variables in the questionnaire on a scale from 0-5 (0 being no impact and 5 

being the strongest impact) in terms of how strongly you think they have an impact on 

customer churn 

2. For those variables that you chose an impact of 2 or higher, now choose whether 

you think increase in a specific input variable will increase the probability of churn or 

decrease the probability of churn.  

 

Appendix 2 Questionnaire for the executive interviews 


